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Cake decorating tutorials uk

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Final verdict If you're just getting started with cake decorating, go with the Wilton How to Decorate Cakes and Dessert
Kit. A little more advanced or have a little more money to spend? You'll love the Wilton Ultimate cake decorating tools set for the variety of professional tools it provides. Karen Resta is a writer specializing in food culture and history, cooking, pastries and restaurants. She is also a former pastry chef and traveled to
Budapest, Kiev and Paris during their Fashion Weeks as a photographer and writer, always finding the best authentic sweets along the way. She now spends a lot of her free time baking at home and recommends quality within your given budget. Having the right tools available and knowing how to use them well (it can
take practice, like anything else) makes a difference, and he curated this list keeping that in mind. By Jenny Kellerhals A sweet, tender and moist cake will delight anyone who eats it, but a nice cake will impress anyone before they even grab a bite. Taking your cake decorating game to the next level is a wonderful outlet
for creativity and a great way to express yourself or treat someone on a special occasion. Starting with cake decorating doesn't take much, but having some essential tools will help you quickly make attractive cakes. Your first cake probably won't be as impressive as those in your favorite cake decorating shows, but with
a bit of practice, you can absolutely develop the same skills using the same tools as the artists in those shows, right at home. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. You may also be more interested in the creativity of cake decoration than the actual baking process. All right! Shop-bought cakes or mixtures of cakes and glazes are
a great place to start your decorating practice, without spending hours making cakes in advance. (Some professional bakers also use forms of polystyrene cake just to show off their decorating talents without having to bake the first cake!) Most people start with piping tips, which are used with piping bags. Piping skills are
at the center of professional decoration projects, and if mastered, they will be useful well beyond cakes and cupcakes. From the edges of the star-tipped cake to hand piped roses, a series of pastry tips with different styles and sizes allows you to experience countless designs. The bindings are bipezzations plastic
accessories for pipes that allow you to easily turn on the tip on a glaze bag without emptying the bag. cake designs involving different tips for decorating, couplers are incredibly affordable. A cake comb (sometimes called a scraper) is also an essential tool for a finely rounded cake. Some struggle to smooth the sides of a
cake with a metal spatula, but a cake comb makes quick work of it. Several cake combs have structured edges and a smooth edge for a variety of butter cream patterns. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. Metal spatulas are narrow and long and come in different sizes and two different basic styles. Larger metal spatulas are
used to smooth the glaze on top of the cake, clean the edges and lift the cake from the board or stand. Smaller spatulas are used for detail work, smoothing smaller portions of icing and collecting or placing decorative features on the cake. Metal spatulas are both flat and offset. Try both and find out which style is most
comfortable to keep while working. Making a uniform butter glaze is the first skill to master when starting cake decoration as a basis for building the rest of the cake design. Instead of butter decorations, you can choose to wrap your cake in fondant for sculptural finishes, pristinely smooth or hand-painted. When you use
the fondant you will spread it and spread it on your cake covered with butter cream. It is then sanded with a sanding tool that helps get rid of air bubbles and adapts to the fondant on each curve and in every fold of the cake. Hand tools that help shape, slice and texturize both fondant and rubber paste are used to make
figurines and floral decorations for your cakes. Cutters are available to easily create multiple petal shapes in large quantities. For those who plan to use fondant often, there are plastic mats and rolling pin to facilitate the creation of sheets. Rotating mats have cake measurements to easily judge the appropriate amount of
icing, with less gluing than rolling directly on a counter with a wooden rolling pin (although corn starch or pastry chef sugar is still recommended to reduce tackiness). Spruce eats / Donna Currie. Many of the tools included in your cake decorating tool kit will last you for years to come, including piping tips, spatulas, and
couplers. Things like piping bags, cupcake shoes, and any edible decoration are generally disposable tools. Most kits offer enough of these disposable supplies for a handful of projects, but in the end you'll need replacements. Replacements can often be found in grocery stores, as well as craft stores and, of course, in
cake and cake supply stores and online. There are options for those who are interested in a more sustainable toolkit for multi-use versions of these tools. Disposable bags are affordable and make multifreeze colors in one project easy to handle, but the polyester and silicone can be washed and reused many times with
less waste. These reusable bags come in a variety of sizes and can also be used with couplers. If you also use piping bags for salty applications, it is better to have a separate set for cake decoration to avoid crossover perfumes. Disposable paper baking cups can also be replaced with silicone cupcake coatings for
multiple uses. Silicone coatings are brightly colored and help your cupcakes look perfect for photos, but they may not all come back to you if taken to a party or accidentally thrown in the trash after use. Many tools are available in both plastic and metal choices, with plastic tools typically being the least expensive option.
Both metal and plastic piping tips will last years if washed and stored correctly, but each has its own different advantages. Metal tips provide a sharper, cleaner piping model and are usually available in a wider range of sizes and styles. If stored improperly, the tips or round body can be folded, making them slightly more
difficult to use. Plastic tips don't fold easily, but they often don't provide a crisp professional-looking piping model. Their size and styles are limited. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. Fondant spatulas and hand tools are also available in both metal and plastic choices. Metal or wood hand tools will last much longer than their
plastic counterparts, but they can be slightly heavier to use than the almost weightless feel of plastic hand tools. Some plastic fondant and rubber paste tools are also available in a wider variety of shapes to help you shape and texturize your designs. While not absolutely necessary, there are a few other tools that will
make your cake decorating projects easier and more fun. A cake leveller is useful for those who are just starting to make cakes or for bakers who want a slice of precision every time. While professional bakers use long serrated knives to slice their cakes into even layers, it takes practice to remove a cake in a single even
movement just by eye. A cake leveller looks a bit like an archer's bow or a large cheese thread, with a C-shaped metal handle holding a sharp cutting wire. Just pull the thread through the cake for a smooth and clean cut, which helps you build your own cake without the hassle of uneven layers. A cake turntable will save
you the stress of working around the sides of your cake, as the plate rotates over the stand bringing you every side of the cake. Used in combination with a cake comb, you can have perfectly frosted cakes in minutes. Your hands and arms will thank you for sparing him the extra stretching. While some people build their
cakes directly on a turntable, most people build their cakes on a cake board (placed on the turntable). A cake board is a circular piece of cardboard or foam, sometimes coated or covered with a colored sheet, which makes it easy to collect and your cake with a little more support. Boards come in a wide variety of sizes
and choices based on the size of the cake you're making, usually allowing for an inch or more of extra space between the cake and the edge of the board. For an 8-inch cake, you'll be asked for a 10-inch cake board for 1 inch of free space around the cake to work with. You also buy cake boxes based on the size of the
board you're using. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. When it's time to put away all your tools, having a specific place to safely store everything is incredibly useful. Kits that come with a storage case do the job for you, but if your kit doesn't come with a specific case, consider buying a small toolbox from the art or hardware
store that contains storage sections of different sizes. Juggling multiple bags of icing doesn't seem like it would be a problem until you actually have to do it. A piping bag stand, such as the Wilton Cake decorator bag case, will keep your workspace tidy and your different glazes in one place to simplify your project. An
essential cake decorating kit is available for $20 or less, making available a wide range of classic cake designs without a big investment. If you're just getting started, a kit is easier to buy instead of guessing which tools to choose individually. A kit that comes with a piping and icing guide can also be useful. The most
common cake decorating tools are cheap individually, but they can add up quickly when buying dozens of items at a time. Larger kits like the Wilton Ultimate Cake Decorating Tools Set save you time and money on shopping as all those individually sold tools are likely to cost more than the bundled price. If your interest in
cake decorating is expansive, a larger kit is absolutely worth the price. A beginner set of cake decorating tools is a great starting point for first-time get dirty or younger bakers who want to explore baking as a hobby. Typically cheap, these kits are made with plastic tools, a small selection of metal or plastic piping tips, and
some disposable piping bags. Some may include some additional tools such as spatulas or cake combs to help you achieve satisfactory results. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. An increase in quality, most cooking and decoration tools fall into this category. At reasonable prices, professionals and home bakers stock up on
multiple sets of piping tips and hand tools for both butter cream and dark work. Stencils and sets of leaf cutters or petals still come at a cheap price, but silicone molds and custom edible decorations can become more expensive. Silicone spatulas and mustaches come in a variety of colors to fit your kitchen's color palette
without sacrificing robustness. Professional tools tend to be heavier, sometimes larger and more expensive. At this level, most hand tools are made of metal with wooden plastic handles or heavy and heat safe. Brands such as Ateco and Wilton offer wider range of larger and customized tools for decoration. In this
category there are also more robust pans, ranging in size from 3 to 16 inches or larger. Once you've become the birthday cake maker for family and friends, or are getting ready to make wedding cakes, it's a good time to invest in this level of equipment. Chef'n may not be a household name, but many of the products are
instantly recognizable, including the StemGem Strawberry Stem Remover, FreshForce Citrus Juicer, and pepperball pepper grinder. Chef'n Chef'n Cuisine they are small products designed with a clean and modern look, which provide colorful and creative solutions to kitchen preparation struggles. Robust and durable,
Chef'n tools are reasonably priced for those who regularly prepare fresh food and baked goods at home. Wilton cake tools have been a staple of creative bakers for the home for decades, providing pans for character cakes, tips, tools, chocolate molds, ingredients, food colors, and even cake decorating classes at craft
supply stores before TV shows popularized extreme cake decorating. As an authority in the cooking industry, wilton's extensive line of utensils is widely available and tailored to be easily used by both home bakers and professionals. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. Colorful cooking and cooking kits are made especially for
children's small hands, including recipes for cooking immediately. Each kit is equipped with real kitchen tools, built for real cooking and cooking projects. These all-inclusive tool kits range from $27 to $45. Nordic Ware is known for its pans printed in beautiful designs, made with high quality and long-lasting materials.
Inventors of the original Bundt pan, decorative cakes have been the brand's signature for over 70 years. With a wide range of products that now includes attractive and robust cooking and cooking tools, as well as professional dishes and baking equipment, Nordic ware products are incredibly reliable at affordable prices.
Most Nordic ware products are also designed and manufactured in the United States Ateco is a brand of professional supplies for cooking and pastry, although most of their commonly used products are readily available in kitchen stores and cooking supply and affordable for anyone. Home bakers will find Ateco
decoration sets, as well as set of round and shaped cutters and the robust selection of hand utensils to be a huge convenience in the kitchen. When you're ready to expand your decorating tools set, Ateco offers professional tools to integrate your collection at reasonable prices. Sold exclusively online, VORCAY offers a
wide selection of tools at an incredibly low price. The 188-piece cake decorating set provides you with everything you'd need for your first projects except the cake itself. Some larger pieces included in the kits can be machine washable, but most smaller pieces should be hand-washed to avoid damage or get lost in the
dishwasher. Sapona hot water does the job, but if the instruments are particularly oily or buttery, rinse and soak tips and tools in very hot water for 10 minutes loosen the oils. Spruce eats / Donna Currie. Pastry tips will keep damage safe in a small toolbox or case provided by the manufacturer. Make sure they are
completely washed and dried before storage to avoid rust. Reusable piping bags should be thoroughly washed inside and left to dry completely in the air before storing to avoid molding. When you've learned how to use your essential tool kit and want to tackle new skills, you can to start buying tools individually.
Experimentation is part of the fun, so choose more robust versions of the tools you have and tools you may not have for different decorating techniques. To really develop your decorating skills, you can graduate in shine powder and metallic accents, or even invest in an airbrush for dark creative cakes. If you've seen it
done on TV or on the Internet, there are plenty of tools out there to help you make it happen. Cake decorating supplies are more popular and accessible due to the growing trend of creative cakes. Colorful fondants, custom silicone molds and professional pans are all at your fingertips. Just make sure you have room to
keep them all once you start collecting them! Their!
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